PBS Bonus!!!
Or everything you remember from being 6..

What are the call letters for stations in the following areas?
1. Houston
2. Kansas City
3. New York
4. Rutland, Vermont
5. Orlando
6. San Francisco (northern CA)
7. Reno
8. Springfield, MA
9. Schenectady
10. Boston

11. You've almost certainly heard Jean-Joseph Mouret's "Rondeau" from his "Symphonies and Fanfares for the King’s Supper." But where?

12. What is the lowest amount for membership? If you’re not a student or old?

13. What does your hard-spent cash get you?

14. It’s weird, bizarre, and local, but what recent Berkshire addition inspired a PBS documentary, and what was this documentary called?
Sesame Street
15. What's Snuffleupagus's first name?

16. And his little sister's name?

17. What's the Count's full title?

18. And who's his girlfriend?

19. Who's the world's greatest detective?

20. About whom did Tony Bennett once sing a soulful ballad on the show?

21. For extra credit, what was that ballad?

22. What's the only part of Fluffy that we see?

23. What is Bert's very favorite thing to collect?

24. What else does he collect?

25. Bert is the chairman of the National Association of...what?

26. What do you really have to do if you want to play the saxophone?

Identify the characters on the following pages:
Muppet ID sheet:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
PBS Shows
The Classy Stuff:
1. What is shown live on PBS every New Year's Day?

2. Who hosts it?

3. On the song that traditionally ends the New Year's Day program, whom does the conductor primarily conduct, and on what instrument?

Masterpiece Theatre
4. Who originally hosted Masterpiece Theatre?

5. Who hosted Monsterpiece Theatre?

6. Who hosts Masterpiece Theatre now?

Britcoms
7. On the “Vicar of Dibley,” what did announcement did Frank make that no one heard?

8. Name Hyacinth Bucket's three sisters.

9. Give us a proper phonetic spelling of her last name.

Mystery!
10. Who was the original host?

11. Who hosts the show now?

12. What other series that once aired on PBS is he/she best known for?

13. What's a Fantod?
Which actor played each detective?

14. Sherlock Holmes
15. Hercule Poirot
16. Inspector Morse
17. Adam Dalgliesh
18. Jane Tennison
19. Miss Jane Marple
20. Brother Cadfael
21. Horace Rumpole
22. Dr. Joseph Bell

"Houses"
23. Where was Colonial House filmed?

24. Who lived in Victorian House?

25. What was particularly notable about Kristen Brooks's arrival in "1883" Montana on Frontier House?

Kids’ Stuff

Square One
26. Ingrid Bergman didn't star in this romantic drama about a woman who must leave her love behind because, rounding his weight up, he is too heavy for the airplane. Blame all that good French food. What was it?

27. Early on in a study, Square One may have lost dearly in popularity to this beloved vegetable, but thanks in part to poor weather conditions, Square One won out. Which vegetable was it?

28. Who was the smarmy, polyester-clad host of "But Who's Counting"?

29. Hindu spiritual leader, or title of an American folk song?
30. Poor guy, he keeps getting scores of less than zero. What is his name?

31. What are the four events he attempts, and what scores does he get?

32. Where did Mr. Rogers get his sweaters?

33. What are the complete lyrics to the first verse of Mr. Rogers's song, "Tree, Tree, Tree"?

34. Complete the lyrics: “Everybody’s fancy, everybody’s fine…”

35. What was Picture Picture?

36. What other show did Mr. Rogers make a cameo on?

37. Who did he visit?

38. Before he was famous, what did Michael Keaton do on Mister Roger’s Neighborhood (as a job)?

39. What did he run on the show?

40. What were Mr. Roger’s career plans before television?

41. What did he get his college degree in?

42. Who parodied Mister Roger’s Neighborhood on Saturday Night Live?

For one last point, whoever delivers this bonus must perform their choice of either the Batty Bat or the Pigeon.